
The Magnificent Consciousness 
 
The Magnificent Consciousness, is a non-profit business (Asociacion Conciencia Magnifica) in 
Andalusia, Spain, officially launched in August 2015 by Barbara Franken. 
 
Who AM I 
 
IAM Barbara Franken, a Creative Visionary and Master Creator, both Divine and Human. creating myself 
and my life as I desire in each moment.  
 
I love to express All that IAM through my Art, Photography, Writing and consciously being me, my 
magnificent self. My creative expression allows me to expand beyond my Human challenges and the 
goings on in the world and remain passionate, vibrant and true to my DivineHuman self... inspiring 
others along the way. 
 
I live with my husband Tom on the beautiful Mediterranean Coast in Benalmadena, Spain and together 
we enjoy a relaxed, peaceful and balanced life… walking in nature, exploring beautiful places, meeting 
interesting people, tasting good foods and wines and travelling across the seas to visit our family and 
friends.  
 
My Vision 
 
I hold the vision of a Loving and Peaceful New Earth where Humankind, one heart at a time, realise the 
truth of their own magnificence as they choose to hear their own Loving and wise voice and experience 
a life of celebration, love, fun and freedom.  
 
My Mission...  
 
IAM passionate about our children having an inspiring start in life and what better way than to create a 
small creative project for each child to explore, question, discover, experience and express the 
magnificence that they and All life truly is.  
 
From the sale of my books and Master Creator classes I will set up creative projects and buy creative 
materials to bring awareness about the Magnificent Consciousness to local children schools, and local 
after schools (6-12).  
 
If you would like to help me bring this creation to life, please contact me on Tel: 650796579 or email 
barbara@memymagnificentself.com. 
 
Publishing my first book... Your Magnificent Self... A Journey to Freedom  
 
My book will be launched beg Nov... where I share my own magical journey, exploring Who I AM with 
the help of nine Elemental Beings and expand from a world of fear, struggle and limitation into a New 
Energy Consciousness of love, grace and freedom. It is in this loving space that I discover my Divine 
and LOVING self and allow myself to integrate as one Body Consciousness... a DivineHumanBeing... 
and Magnificent Master Creator who expresses and creates heart and soul passion on the physical 
plane and beyond. 
 
Master Creator Class  
 
For the ones who want to commit and celebrate their own Master Creator Self after reading my book... I 
have created Five Master Classes, (local and online) which take you deep into the core of 
consciousness itself.  
 
You enrol in your very own stage performance and love story, taking the lead role in Your Magnificent 
Self... A Journey to Freedom and are inspired to express your innate creativity through Play, Dance, 
Song, Writing, Art, Expanded Journeys and Celebration of all that you truly are.  
 
You allow yourself to be the Sovereign Master Creator you truly are and enjoy living and creating in the 
New Energy Consciousness, having fun, loving self, consciously choosing and expressing your heart 
and soul passion. 
 



Project Magnificent Consciousness 
 

Project Magnificent Consciousness is a project I first created in Murica with sacred friends as we visualized how 
we desired to create a world of love, joy and harmony for ALL... We created it in 3 parts, asking particular 
questions...  
 

1. How we perceive the Natural Order of our Environment...  
2. How we are Individually realising our MAGNIFICENT part in life...  

3. What our New Earth could look like if everyone was their loving and joyful selves... 
 

 
 

Once our Expression of Project Magnificent Consciousness was finished we took it into schools in Mazarron to 
inspire our young children to imagine and create their own vision of how they see the natural order in the 
Environment around them, there part in it and how they imagine a loving and joyful world to be. 
 
I plan to bring this into local children schools/after schools in Benalmadena, where I now live. 

 
 
 

1. Sensing the Natural Order, Cycles & Beauty of Mother Earth… 
 

Imagining a world where Humankind is aware of the Environment around them and senses... 
 

…The beauty and sacredness of the natural world 
…The natural order and perfection of all life 

…The positive and negative that make up the whole 
…The natural cycles of birth and death 

…The underlying CONSCIOUSNESS that is the foundation of all life 
…The interconnection, interdependence & uniqueness within the oneness 

...The unique and magnificent part each play in life 
 

 

 
 
 
 



2. Individual Awakening of Who We Truly Are… 
 

Imagining a world where each individual... 
 

…Knows that everything begins and ends with her/himself 
…Makes peace with all parts of themself 

…Loves themself completely and unconditionally 
…Dares to live their grandest dream 

…Is the change they want to see in the world 
…Expands beyond the physical body and mind 
…Becomes one with their soul & spiritual essence 
…Realises freedom and embraces all of life 

 

 

 
3. We are Creators of our reality, Creating our Hearts Desire,  

Living in Cooperation, Peace, Joy & Harmony with ALL 
 

Imagining a world full of Loving DivineHumanBeings who… 

 
…Know of their true magnificence and sovereign IAM self 

…Live a sensual life of ease and grace 
…Live with clarity and knowingness 

…Are free to express and create their heart & soul’s desire 
…Honour the reverence of all life 

…Live in harmonious cooperation with others 
...Allow a new crystalline physical body to be birthed… here on Earth 

 

 


